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PLEASE READ

November 08 Exercise Documents: http://www.ketcoalition.org/exercise-events/
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Minutes Review/Approval



Follow Up from Last Meeting
o Voting Results:
o Active Shooter Training/ Stop the Bleed County Plans



Exercise Update
o Timeline
o Documentation



Budget Update
o Project Status
• Mintee Units
• Code Books
• HAM Radios
• Winlink
• Peds Project (Coloring Books)
• Decon Training Supplies
• ICS Supplies
• Isolation Carts (LTC Facilities)
o Training Status
• Las Vegas Shooting
• Pulse Nightclub
• Boston Marathon
• ABLS (Advanced Burn Life Support)
• NIMS/HICS
• CHEP (Certified Healthcare Emergency Professional)
• Decon
• HAM Radio Classes



Data Update
o EmPower
o Social Vulnerability Index



HRTS Reporting Stats



Regulatory/Compliance Update (Joint Commission/CMS/TDH, CMS, TOSHA, etc.)



CMS 17 Group Update



Real Event/Exercise/Training/Conference Attendance Lessons Learned
o Tennova Active Shooter Exercises



Upcoming Training, Meetings, Exercises:
o October 17, 2018 Claiborne County ChemPack Exercise
o Week of October 15, 2018 Full Scale Exercise Information Begins
o October 19, 2018 KET HC Full Scale Exercise Kick Off
o November 19, 2018 (1-4) Nursing Home Incident Command Training (save the date)
o November 27-29 National Healthcare Coalition Conference
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Minutes Review/Approval
Motion to Approve: Janet Rowe
Follow Up/Update From Last Meeting
Voting Results:
Budget- Passed
Region II EMS CPR Training Kit- Passed
Stop The Bleed :
As has been discussed in previous meetings, we have been waiting for the SWAT-T tourniquets to
move forward with our Stop The Bleed project. (We have 2800 kits in storage intended for the schools
in our region). The SWAT-T tourniquet (which cost about 8.00 each) was switched with a surgical
tourniquet (which cost less than 1.00 each) after we had paid for the kits. All correspondence,
including the vendor invoice we paid from, indicates we were to receive a SWAT-T tourniquet.
Because these kits are going in schools, the SWAT-T (which has clear instructions printed on the
tourniquet and is designed for smaller arms) is essential. That was the reason we clearly defined that
specific item on everything from our proposal to invoicing. Our delay with the kits has also put
Homeland Security District II’s Active Shooter training on hold. The RHC’s have attempted to work
with the vendor to correct this issue since the bags arrived incorrectly in July. We’ve met with little
success. Deadlines from the vendor have been missed and he has offered no follow through on steps
he proposed to fix this. The only action he has taken at this point is to take back the incorrect
tourniquets for a refund. Because of the clear lack of action on the vendor’s part, we’ve reached out to
THA/THERF for assistance. THA/THERF, being our fiduciary agency for our funding, has the
authority to seek additional avenues to resolve this, including legal action. They’ve had a conference
call with the vendor and informed him that the only resolution they would accept is a refund, to match
what it would cost for us to replace the SWAT-T’s or 2800 SWAT-Ts. They have given him a
deadline of October 19th to present documents supporting actions he agreed to to take to resolve this
within a realistic timeframe. We should have a definitive course of action on the 19th. If he has not
followed through with his discussed actions, negotiation will cease and THA will proceed with legal
action.
In the meantime, this delay stalls the entire project. Dependent on the outcome of the call on the 19th,
would the group consider purchasing the SWAT-T’s, at a total cost of $22,400.00 if, (1) long drawnout legal actions are required or (2) the vendor reimburses after we could have purchased and
distributed the kits. Any reimbursement given would be added back into our account.
Brennan Mitchell made a motion to move forward and purchase (dependent on call on the 19th), Janet
Rowe, second. All approved.
Exercise Update
Tonya Shott met with schools and did an exercise information video on behalf of the Coalition that
can be distributed to the volunteer students. She discussed rules regarding social media and
photography, staying within given boundaries in the facility, and overall expectations. The media
students were enthusiastic and Tonya thinks the video will be well done.
Everyone needs to make contact with their respective schools (contact teacher information has been
provided by Charity) to work out logistics for students.
As a reminder, the Coalition will pay for food and transportation costs for student volunteers. You will
need to scan receipts to Wanda by DECEMBER 1 or sooner if you want the Coalition to pay. There
were delays last year that ended up with facilities/organizations not receiving payments for months
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Timeline was discussed:
Everybody needs to register for the exercise on our website. This is how we will push out
exercise information.
October 15: Messaging will begin
October 19: Patient will present in our region, messaging will go out. Each facility will need to
fill out a very short acknowledgement form.
November 8- Surge, everyone will receive patient(s). Resource Assessment form will need to
be filled out online. Each facility will need to report patient to Public Health via SimCell.
Budget
Mintee Units: Since this purchase will be over $50,000, we are obligated to go through the state
contracting system, which can be a long process. For that reason, we will need to begin this process
soon and we will not use this project for close out funds like we originally planned. Will update as we
work through this new process
Code Books- Have received Tennova’s layout. Janet is working on UTs. This project should be
completed this month.
HAM Radios: Jim Snyder advised that there is new format/information for the technician class. As
soon as they have the new material, they will schedule a class or two. Dan Johnson is the new
president for METERS. Expect class to be scheduled sometime towards the end of November- early
December. Coalition will pay testing fees for those who pass and have attending on behalf of the
coalition.
Winlink:
We are going to pay for Winlink to be installed/become operational until MARCH 15th, 2019.
After that date, the facility will be responsible for any costs for their HAM equipment. We’ve
struggled to complete this project over the last few years, so we are letting the facility take the
lead to schedule any work that needs to be done and make sure their equipment is operational.
In the past we have used Rick Frost (K4REF@hotmail.com) for programming. Please feel free
to contact him if you need work, or use your own local vendor. You will need to send
estimates to Wanda prior to work being done and then invoices for payment before March 15th.
Paul Parsons pointed out that some of the Winlink systems have not been tested in a long time.
How will they know if they are operational or not before this March deadline? Jim said he will
work with the Hospital Net and suggest incorporating Winlink into the monthly testing at their
next board meeting. Tonya Shott volunteered to attend the METERS board meetings as a
representative of the Coalition. Jim will contact her with more information.
Coloring Books: The CDC has pediatric coloring books Christy Cooper suggested we look into
printing to go into our pediatric surge carts (suggested 15 English and 5 spanish for each facility) and
crayons. Wanda will work on that and have this completed by December.
Decon Training Supplies: We need a sub-committee to put together what items are needed for this.
Marcus Sheppard (msheppar@bmnet.com), Janet Rowe (jrowe@utmck.edu), and Tonya Shott
(tonya.shott@tennova.com) volunteered. If you have any suggestions on what you’d like to see in
these kits or if you’d like to assist, please email them.
ICS supplies: We need specifics on what is needed for this project. Marcus suggested vests. Brennan
Mitchell uses armbands for identification at LeConte Medical Center. Christy Cooper uses stickers at
East Tennessee Children’s Hospital. Wanda will send out a survey to see what general supplies people
need and we will plan from there according to what our budget will allow.
Isolation Carts for LTC facilities: We have a couple of infection control personnel looking at different
models to see which will be the best. We will check with some of our LTC facilities for input and try
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Training Status
Wanda had a request for the Coalition to look into purchasing a Bullex Fire Extinquisher Training
Simulator (https://www.abcofire.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/BullEx-BullsEye-InformationSheet.pdfa) There are several versions and costs weren’t readily available online. There was mixed
interest in considering this as a Coalition purchase. Wayne Baxter was concerned this may not meet
the mission goals of the Coalition. Brennan Mitchell suggested we consider the digital version and
was volunteered by Wanda to get more information and bring to next meeting to discuss if group
would like to look further into this.
Las Vegas Shooting: Charity is working on this and will update us at next meeting.
Pulse Nightclub Shooting: March 6th (venue to be determined). Speakers will be two medical
physicians were who on call during the event. They will spend one day at UT, then the next day will
be a presentation, tabletop exercise open to all. UT is splitting cost with the Coalition for this training.
Boston Marathon Survivor Manya Chylinski: February 13th. Manya is also a survivor of the 2013
Boston Marathon bombing. She advocates for those who are psychologically impacted by events and
addresses such topics as communicating in a crisis, overcoming obstacles, and the importance of
recognizing the psychological impacts of tragedy. You can find more information on Mrs. Chylinski
here: www.manyachylinski.com. Registration will be open soon for this 1.5 hour event.
ABLS- Wanda is still working on this. There’s not a lot of instructors and they are busy.
CHEP- Group was asked if they wanted us to pursue getting a class here in Knoxville. There was
interest so Wanda will look into getting the class scheduled.
DECON- Walter Idol suggested we change our planned decon with his to Hazmat. Group agreed.
Discussed to use Walter for Hazmat, REACTS and TEMA for decon. We will add more classes if
needed. Some years it’s been difficult to fill classes.
NHICS- Incident Command for long term care and smaller medical facilities. November 19th. You can
register here: http://www.ketcoalition.org/calendar/ics-for-long-term-care-and-smaller-healthcarefacilitilies/ Training is free and lunch will be provided.
HRTS reporting
HRTS reporting rates discussed. (Attached) This is calculated on daily updates. Please continue to
update. If you have any issues, let your RHC know. Question on whether 7:00 AM was the deadline
for daily updates. (It is 10:00 AM)
HCC Conference Abstract Submission Update
Six abstracts were submitted for the HCC Conference taking place on November 27 – 29, 2018 in
New Orleans.
John Brinkley/ Janet Rowe (chosen for poster)- Cultivating Non-Traditional Coalition
Partnerships and Ensuring Sustainability
Oseana Britton (chosen for panel discussion) – Coalition Approach to Regionalized Pediatric
Disaster Planning: Lessons Learned From NY, MI and TN.
Tonya Shott/ Brenan Mitchell (chosen for poster)- Cause and Effect: The Evolution of the
Coalition in Response to Real World Events.
Charity Menefee/Rose Meza (chosen for presentation) – Double Take: 2 Perspective on
Working the CMS Providers in with the Coalition
Charity Menefee- 5 Easy Things You Can Do To Make Your Website Work For You As An
Effective Disaster Response Tool
Angie (chosen for poster) – 60 Seconds to Disaster
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You can find both these data sources online and regional information on our website.
Empower Data provided detailed information on electricity-dependent Medicare population in each
state. https://empowermap.hhs.gov/ (Most recent information for our region attached).
SVI: (Social Vulnerability Index) tracks information that gauges to the resilience of communities
when confronted by external health stresses (disease outbreaks, disasters, etc.) https://svi.cdc.gov/
Regulatory/Compliance Update (Joint Commission, CMS, TDH, TOSHA, etc.)
Wayne Baxter discussed the need for radiation specific medications for our region. These medications
used to be provided by DOE, but those medications have long expired. He recommended REAC/TS
do a risk assessment to indicate how much is needed and where it would be best stored. REAC/TS
also has free algorithm for triage and treatment of radiation incident. You can request a hard copy
(contact Angie Bowen angie.bowen@orau.org), or can be downloaded here:
https://orise.orau.gov/reacts/medical-management-radiation-incidents.html

A facility recently went through their Joint Commission survey. One thing that stood out was that the
surveyor asked about position of their hand sanitizing stations and how accessible they were to
patients who may have dependency problems. They may use them inappropriately for the alcohol
content.
Connie Cronley: Recent APIC meeting discussion around Mumps diagnosis. If there is a suspected
Mumps case, it must be tested for positive diagnosis and then reported to public health. If you suspect
anyone has one of the reportable diseases, it’s best to go ahead and inform public health and not wait
for lab results. It’s important for all providers to be familiar with the list of reportable diseases that is
published annually. You can see the list and processes for reporting here:
https://www.tn.gov/health/cedep/reportable-diseases.html
One facility had a surveyor that requested a succession plan for the facility. They were allowed to
write one day of visit.
Home Health leaders have heard that CMS may become less restrictive with the CMS requirements for
Emergency Preparedness and they were considering surveys being done every two years as opposed to
annually.

CMS 17 Group Updates
Group 1 (LTC) – Angela stated exercise information was shared at the last meeting. Reminder for
everyone to register. She is working on trainings that have been requested.
Group 2 (HH/Hospice) – Jan reported that her home health agency activated Incident Command
during the recent flooding from Hurricane Florence. It worked well and was good practice.
Group 3 (Outpatient Services) – No update
Group 4 (Dialysis) – Exercise information was shared at the last meeting. Reminder for everyone to
register for the exercise.
Real Event/Exercise/Training/Conference Attendance/Lessons Learned
RHCs will have the opportunity to share concerns with state level licensure staff at our upcoming state
meeting. One thing that will be shared is the inconsistencies with audits. If there is any concerns you
have, or anything you’d like shared with this group, please let Charity or Wanda know.
Reminder for everyone to update their vent capacity on HRTS (Healthcare Resource Tracking
System). The state is requesting hospitals do it weekly before flu season hits.
John Brinkley informed the group that EMS strike teams have been deployed to Florida to help with
patient movement in preparation for Hurricane Matthew.
Chempack training went well. There were two sessions, both full of hospital, community and EMS
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http://www.ketcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/2018-SNS-and-CHEMPACKPresentation.pptx
We will have a Chempack exercise on October 17. We will be moving the Chempack to Claiborne
County.
Upcoming Training, Meetings, Exercises:
o October 17, 2018 Claiborne County ChemPack Exercise
o Week of October 15, 2018 Full Scale Exercise Information Begins
o October 19, 2018 KET HC Full Scale Exercise Kick Off
o November 19, 2018 (1-4) Nursing Home Incident Command Training (save the date)
o November 27-29 National Healthcare Coalition Conference
o February 13: Boston Bombing Survivor Presentation

Knox County Health Department
140 Dameron Avenue
Knoxville TN
2:30 PM

Medicare Beneficiaries with Power-Dependent Devices* in the
Knox/East Tennessee Healthcare Coalition, March 2018

Number of Beneficiaries with
Power-Dependent Devices
per ZIP Code
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* Power-dependent device and durable medical equipment (DME) use is
determined by the presence of Medicare FFS/Medicare Advantage claims. This
data includes beneficiaries who have a claim for an oxygen concentrator in the
last 36 months, a ventilator, bi-level positive airway pressure device (BiPAP),
enteral feeding, IV infusion pump, suction pump, motorized wheelchair, scooter,
or electric bed in the last 13 months, at-home end-stage renal disease (ESRD)
dialysis in the last 3 months, or a cardiac device in the last 5 years. Individuals
are counted once regardless of how many types of DME they utilize.

Data Source: The CMS dataset is developed from Medicare Fee For Service (FFS) Part A and B beneficiary administrative claims data (~32M 65+, blind, ESRD (dialysis), dual-eligible, disabled-can include adults and children) and Medicare
Advantage claims data (~17M 65+, blind, ESRD (dialysis), dual-eligible, disabled-can include adults and children). This data does not include individuals that are only enrolled in a State Medicaid Program.
Data Classes: The data in this map are grouped by quantiles. There is an approximately equal number of ZIP codes in each data range.
Author: Kelly Squires, MPH, Epidemiologist, Emergency Preparedness Program, Tennessee Department of Health

Medicare Beneficiaries Utilizing In-Facility Dialysis* in the
Knox/East Tennessee Healthcare Coalition, March 2018

Number of Beneficiaries
Utilizing In-Facility Dialysis
per ZIP Code**
0
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* End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) In-Facility Dialysis data is
comprised of all Medicare beneficiaries that have been identified as
having received dialysis treatment in an outpatient facility in the
past 3 months
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Data Source: The CMS dataset is developed from Medicare Fee For Service (FFS) Part A and B beneficiary administrative claims data (~32M 65+, blind, ESRD (dialysis), dual-eligible, disabled-can include adults and children) and Medicare
Advantage claims data (~17M 65+, blind, ESRD (dialysis), dual-eligible, disabled-can include adults and children). This data does not include individuals that are only enrolled in a State Medicaid Program.
Data Classes: The data in this map are grouped by quantiles. There is an approximately equal number of ZIP codes in each data range.
Author: Kelly Squires, MPH, Epidemiologist, Emergency Preparedness Program, Tennessee Department of Health

Medicare Beneficiaries Utilizing Home Health Services* in the
Knox/East Tennessee Healthcare Coalition, March 2018

Number of Beneficiaries
Utilizing Home Health Services
per ZIP Code
0 - 15

16 - 27

* Home health services data are comprised of all Medicare
beneficiaries that have been identified as living at home (i.e., not in
a Long Term Care facility/Nursing Home) with a home health visit in
the past 3 months. Home health visits can be for intermittent skilled
nursing care, physical therapy, speech-language pathology
services, or continued occupational therapy services.
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Data Source: The CMS dataset is developed from Medicare Fee For Service (FFS) Part A and B beneficiary administrative claims data (~32M 65+, blind, ESRD (dialysis), dual-eligible, disabled-can include adults and children) and Medicare
Advantage claims data (~17M 65+, blind, ESRD (dialysis), dual-eligible, disabled-can include adults and children). This data does not include individuals that are only enrolled in a State Medicaid Program.
Data Classes: The data in this map are grouped by quantiles. There is an approximately equal number of ZIP codes in each data range.
Author: Kelly Squires, MPH, Epidemiologist, Emergency Preparedness Program, Tennessee Department of Health

Medicare Beneficiaries Utilizing Oxygen Services* in the
Knox/East Tennessee Healthcare Coalition, March 2018

Number of Beneficiaries
Utilizing Oxygen Services
per ZIP Code
0 - 22

23 - 37
38 - 69
70 - 121

* Oxygen services (tanks) data are comprised of all Medicare
beneficiaries that have been identified as living at home (i.e., not in
a Long Term Care facility/Nursing Home) with a rental of oxygen
tank services in the last 36 months.
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Data Source: The CMS dataset is developed from Medicare Fee For Service (FFS) Part A and B beneficiary administrative claims data (~32M 65+, blind, ESRD (dialysis), dual-eligible, disabled-can include adults and children) and Medicare
Advantage claims data (~17M 65+, blind, ESRD (dialysis), dual-eligible, disabled-can include adults and children). This data does not include individuals that are only enrolled in a State Medicaid Program.
Data Classes: The data in this map are grouped by quantiles. There is an approximately equal number of ZIP codes in each data range.
Author: Kelly Squires, MPH, Epidemiologist, Emergency Preparedness Program, Tennessee Department of Health

Facility Compliance Report Knox/East Tennessee 09 2018
County

Local Facility Name

Complianc

KNOX

North Knoxville Medical Center

ANDERSON

Methodist Med Center Of Oak Ridge

100.00%

SEVIER

Leconte Medical Center

100.00%

CLAIBORNE

Claiborne County Hospital

100.00%

KNOX

Turkey Creek Medical Center

96.67%

COCKE

Newport Medical Center

96.67%

JEFFERSON

Jefferson Memorial Hospital

80.00%

BLOUNT

Blount Memorial Hospital

KNOX

East Tennessee Childrens Hospital

96.67%

KNOX

PARKWEST MEDICAL CENTER

93.33%

KNOX

Fort Sanders Regional Medical Center

86.67%

KNOX

Physicians Regional Medical Center

100.00%

KNOX

University Of Tennessee Medical Center

100.00%

CAMPBELL

Jellico Community Hospital

83.33%

HAMBLEN

LAKEWAY REGIONAL HOSPITAL

56.67%

HAMBLEN

Morristown Hamblen Hospital Assoc

96.67%

CAMPBELL

Lafollette Medical Center

96.67%

LOUDON

Fort Loudoun Medical Center

86.67%

MONROE

Sweetwater Hospital Association

93.33%

ROANE

Roane Medical Center

SCOTT

Big South Fork Medical Center

Indicator

96.67%

100.00%

100.00%

Average Rate

13.33%
89.21%
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